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In our Macro View, we look at the diverging path of the economic recovery
in diﬀerent countries due to the eﬀec!veness of the vaccina!on programme
as the rebound picture remains unclear.
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In our Investment Outlook, we assess ac!vity in the ﬁrst quarter and the
posi!on that ﬁnancial markets ﬁnd themselves.

Economic Highlights



The ﬁrst quarter of the year was dominated by the reﬂa!on trade that has
seen a signiﬁcant rota!on into cyclical, value stocks from perceived long
dura!on growth stocks as rising bond yields dominate.

 US consumer spending finished 2020 marginally down at
-2.6%.



In our opinion, the key to returns in 2021 may hinge on the management of
the back up in real yields and ﬁnding alterna!ves to bond exposure.

 The UK Manufacturing PMI
rose to 58.9 over the quarter,
the steepest month of expansion since 2011.



In our educa!onal ar!cle, Tim Sharp, Managing Director, Ho/nger & Co.
Limited, deﬁnes a CTA and describes how sophis!cated investors might
make use of their inclusion in por2olios.



The money ﬂowing into managed futures has grown from $10 billion in 1980
to over $340 billion by 2017.

 Consumer confidence in the
Euro area was confirmed at 12.1 at the end of the quarter,
nearing that of February 2020
before the pandemic broke
out.



During periods of inﬂa!onary pressure inves!ng in certain managed futures
strategies could poten!ally provide a hedge to the downward pressure exerted on bond markets and then equity markets under certain condi!ons.

 Japan’s debt to GDP ratio represents 266%, a far bigger
portion relative to other advanced economies.

The Rota on from Growth into Value as illustrated by Technology vs. Financials
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Key Issues in Charts
Two-year inﬂa on-linked swap rates, per cent
 A leading headline of the quarter has been a pickup in investors’ inﬂa!on expecta!ons.

 The two-year expecta!on on US inﬂa!on rose rapidly to
1.277% by the end of Q1, below the Fed's target of 2% but
close to precrisis levels.

 Growth stocks and bonds tumbled as investors factored in the
higher discount to future earnings.

 In turn, the yield on the US 10yr Treasury ﬁnished the quarter
at 1.745%.

USD Index (DXY)


The Dollar lost its strength aCer the start of the pandemic
as s!mulus was injected into the US.



A weak Dollar is generally viewed as favourable for markets
and growth as it has posi!ve implica!ons for Emerging Market companies and global trade.



The start of 2021 has seen the trend reverse and the Dollar
has strengthened. Markets view the US favourably as a
result of economic data and vaccine rollout success, which
has led to investment into USD.

Historic prices of Gold, Ethereum and Bitcoin, USD
 While cryptocurrencies are being touted by some as a gold alterna!ve, the contras!ng performances of the two assets since
the second half of 2020 demonstrate how far from that reality
we currently are.

 Both assets performed similarly in the fallout of the pandemic
as investors diverted funds away from investments with a posi!ve correla!on with equity markets.

 However, since September 2020, cryptocurrencies have appreciated drama!cally with the largest two, Bitcoin and Ethereum,
over quadrupling their value.

 Investors are polarised in their views of whether Bitcoin and
Ethereum will appreciate further from here or revert to their
long-term historical values.
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Macro View
The ﬁrst quarter of 2021 has proven anything but uneven2ul. Global trends
include a rota!on from defensive posi!onings into ﬁnancials and cyclical sectors and a further rise in inﬂa!on concerns, leading equi!es to new highs whilst
ﬁxed income has struggled. During the quarter, the US Treasury yield curve has
steepened signiﬁcantly, reﬂec!ng the progress and eﬀorts made in vaccine
rollouts around the globe and the more posi!ve economic outlook thereof.
Several major economies, most notably both the UK and the US, have exceeded their targets in distribu!ng the vaccine and this is star!ng to drive a no!ceable divergence between the economic outlook for economies that have been
successful in their vaccine rollouts as opposed to those that have not.

United States
The US has had a strong start to the year. The Federal Reserve raised its forecast for 2021 GDP growth by more than 50% from its December es!mate, now
predic!ng an increase of 6.5%. The US Manufacturing Purchasing Managers
i
Index (PMI) was also reported higher at 59.1 in March 2021 and represents the
second-highest growth in factory ac!vity on record. This expansion was supported by a sharp rise in new orders, despite a slight delay in produc!on and a
hold up in supply.

US Manufacturing PMI
was revised higher to 59.1
in March 2021

The US labor markets created more jobs than expected during the quarter,
par!ally due to a fall in new Covid-19 infec!ons but also because of the support provided by the addi!onal pandemic s!mulus package of $1.9trn. The
Fed’s bond buying program is expected to con!nue steadily un!l at least Januii
ary 2022 . Whilst the s!mulus is posi!ve overall for the wider economy, it con!nues to fuel investors’ fears of rising inﬂa!on, which unsurprisingly in turn has
coincided with an increase in consumer spending.
Consumer spending ﬁnished 2020 marginally down at -2.6%, driven by a steep
increase in durables supported by the rise of eCommerce. Early reports reiii
leased this year would suggest consumers are resuming their spending habits ,
with a higher emphasis on services going forward. If vaccines in the US were to
reach a point of over 3 million doses distributed every day the US na!on could
be vaccinated by summer and serves as a key catalyst for resuming appe!te for
service spending.
UK
Like the US, the UK’s accelerated vaccine roll-out should support the economy
going into this year and with restric!ons easing across the na!on it is widely
forecast that the economy will embark upon a sustained recovery period
iv
throughout the remainder of 2021 . With that, inﬂa!on is expected to pick up
marginally this year but will likely remain below the Bank of England’s 2% tarv

get , keeping interest rate rises at bay whilst the economy recovers.

Consumer spending remains strong and increase in Services is
widely expected.

The BoE remain a massive
source of support for the
UK economy.

vi

The UK Manufacturing PMI rose to 58.9 over the quarter from 57.5 Q4 2020 ,
represen!ng the steepest month of expansion in manufacturing since 2011.
This expansion was supported by a boost in orders despite a rela!vely subdued
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Brexit bears permanent cost
increases in the manufacturing sector and is expected to
weigh on its recovery.

Faster economic recovery in
Asia-Paciﬁc and the US would
help drive the region’s exports
back on track.

rise in export sales, paving hope for a sustained rebound in customer demand.
In contrast to the economy itself, household savings across the UK have seen a
sharp rise expected to support spending and investments.
The outlook for the UK looks less fragile with a Brexit deal in place and the remaining trade fric!ons in the market seem to be diminishing. However, while
orders have risen, export orders are s!ll in decline, which has led to a drop in
manufacturing investment. Not only that, but much of the increase in costs that
ﬁrms are experiencing is not going to fade as they adapt but represent an endemic feature of Brexit and trade with European peers.
Eurozone
The Eurozone Manufacturing PMI was higher at the end of March at 62.5 from
vii
the 55.2 recorded at the end of last year . Both output and new orders rose at
record rates, sugges!ng that opera!ng condi!ons are steadily improving and
nearing pre-pandemic levels. A faster economic recovery in the Asia-Paciﬁc and
U.S will help drive the region’s exports on the back of large ﬁscal s!mulus. With
restric!ons easing over the next quarter, domes!c demand is expected to follow and trigger a rebound in consump!on and services.
Consumer conﬁdence in the Euro area was conﬁrmed at -12.1 at the end of the
viii
quarter , nearing that of February 2020 before the pandemic broke out, and
represents a sign of recovery in all components; household ﬁnancial condi!ons
(past and future), intensions to make major purchases and conﬁdence about
the general economic situa!on. Inﬂa!on will be subject to vola!lity over the
ix
coming quarters but is broadly expected to remain subdued around 1.2 - 1.4% .
So far, European markets s!ll present favorable ﬁnancing condi!ons and have
largely been unmoved by the increase in long-term treasury yields. The German
10-year yield only rose 30 basis points and remains nega!ve both in nominal
and real terms. Financing condi!ons remain historically loose and con!nually
supported by the ECB’s bond buying program .

Japan’s manufacturing sector
is recovering, but domes1c
demand con1nues to slow
pace of inﬂa1on .

Japan
The economic outlook for Japan has been determined by its overall response to
the pandemic. Up un!l early this year, Japan had the lowest amount of new
Covid-19 cases amongst the G7 but has recently had to extend its local restric!ons due to a surge in cases. As the country waits for more vaccines to be
distributed, domes!c demand will likely remain subdued for the ﬁrst half of this
year. Because Japan’s vaccine approval process requires more clinical trials than
most other countries, the rollout of the vaccine has been slower than its peers
and it has also been a vic!m of more contagious variants. With muted domes!c
recovery, the economy has come to rely on overseas demand. Exports to China
and the rest of Asia have been par!cularly strong so far this year and boosted
the PMI .
x

PMI readings came in at 52.7 in March which represents the strongest reading
since October 2018 alongside a steep increase in new orders. Meanwhile, employment levels stabilised from previous nega!ve levels but con!nued weak
domes!c demand may contribute to a slow pace of inﬂa!on which was already
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at low levels prior to the pandemic.
As for the rest of the world, policy has played a key role in suppor!ng the Japanese economy with low rates and extremely high levels of ﬁscal spending. At
xi
the point of wri!ng, Japan’s debt to GDP represents 266% , a far bigger por!on
rela!ve to other advanced economies.
Emerging Markets
The response to the pandemic across Asia has been swiC. We believe Chinese,
Indian, and Korean popula!ons are expected to be vaccinated by the end of
summer and with that the economic outlook has signiﬁcantly improved for
2021.

10 -13
Debt to GDP ra1os in nearly all emerging economies
are rising and current accounts remain distressed.

Whilst the pandemic has caused a deteriora!on in budget balances across the
region and has further increased debt-to-GDP ra!os in nearly all emerging
economies, emerging markets are s!ll well placed to beneﬁt from the increase
in global recovery and the demand for exports. Current accounts remain distressed, but the actual deteriora!on in ﬁscal health has been much less severe
compared to that of developed markets.
Many emerging economies have also increased their USD-reserves, which
should serve as a cushion against addi!onal currency pressure.
xii

China Manufacturing PMI read at 50.6 in March 2021 , down from 50.9 a
month earlier and from 53 in December. Output and new orders both grew at
muted rates while employment moved in the opposite direc!on closer to stabilised levels. From an output growth perspec!ve, this represents a ten-month
low and total new work expansion was recorded at the lowest rate for nine
months. This has set China’s growth trajectory going into 2021 lower and its
domes!c consump!on con!nues to lag investment.

China output growth at a
ten-month low has set
2021 growth trajectory
lower.

COVID-19 vaccines administered per 100 people

The global recovery from
the pandemic s1ll lies at
the mercy of the eﬀec1veness of vaccine rollouts.
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Central banks con!nue to
signal that they will maintain
their s!mulus eﬀorts un!l the
recovery reaches sustained
levels, which to us implies
con!nual tolerance for running the economy on the
ho%er side.

Conclusion
The global recovery from the pandemic s!ll lies at the mercy of the eﬀec!veness of vaccine rollouts. Whilst various containment strategies have been deployed all over the world, coupled with both ﬁscal and monetary support from
central governments, the rebound picture remains unclear and highly diverse.
We expect policy se/ngs to remain generally accommoda!ve, at the very
least un!l most countries start rebounding back to pre-pandemic levels. Central banks con!nue to signal that they will maintain their s!mulus eﬀorts un!l
the recovery reaches sustained levels, which to us implies con!nual tolerance
for running the economy on the ho%er side.
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Investment Outlook
The scale and pace of the policy response to the pandemic has been signiﬁcant, increasing expecta!on of a strong re-opening, and leading to sharp increases in economic growth projec!ons for 2021. The ﬁrst quarter of the year
was dominated by the reﬂa!on trade that has seen a signiﬁcant rota!on into
cyclical, value stocks from perceived long dura!on growth stocks as rising
bond yields dominate. Overall, the MSCI Developed World Index gained 4.5%
over the quarter hi/ng an all-!me high in February and is 20% higher than the
i
levels at the end of 2019 .
The rise in bond yields has seen the US Treasury 10-year yield move from
0.90% to 1.75% and has been correlated to the outperformance of ﬁnancials
versus technology stocks. More speciﬁcally, banks will beneﬁt from steeper
yield curves that are the result of the anchoring of policy rates near zero by
central bank policy, and the growing inﬂa!on risk being priced into longer dura!on bonds. While policy rates may be on hold, there is li%le central banks
can do to control the steepening of yield curves and a move to 2% in US 10year yields over the course of the year is largely forecast by markets. In our
opinion a move to 2.5% cannot be ruled out either, however, there is a ques!on as to how far US 10-year yields can retrench without similar moves from
UK and European government bonds that currently sit at 0.84% and -0.29%
respec!vely. Plausibly, a widening of the regional yield diﬀeren!al can only go
so far before bond investors prevent anomalies from forming in the medium
term. Absolute Strategy Research note that following the UK-EU trade deal UK
bond markets have become more sensi!ve to global factors but there is s!ll
Brexit premia priced into yields. This would suggest that the reﬂa!on trade has
further to adjust in the UK and EU thereby oﬀering the poten!al to close the
ii
curve steepening diﬀeren!al . It is worth considering that the US 10-year nominal yield has only really returned to pre-pandemic levels, and we believe it
would probably take a move to posi!ve real yields before investors are tempted into re-inves!ng in the medium term.
The vaccina!on roll-out in the US and the UK has ensured that 37% of Ameriiii
can and 58% of Bri!sh adults have received at least one dose of a vaccine .
Although COVID-related headwinds look set to prevail longer in Europe, investors con!nue to focus on the successful reopening of economies, perpetua!ng
the rally in equity markets. European equi!es gained 8.6% and Japan’s Nikkei
225 has rallied 6.3% during the quarter assisted by the strength in bank shares
and the global demand for capital goods. We expect export dependent economies, like many in Europe, will likely be major beneﬁciaries of spending, and
that European luxury goods and capital goods’ companies will see the return of
strong demand.
We believe the UK stock market remains one of the cheapest value-led developed markets, with biases towards sectors such as energy, mining and ﬁnancials that are clear beneﬁciaries of a post-COVID expansion. Year-to-date the
FTSE All-Share Index is 4.3% higher with both the service sector and manufac-

The scale and pace of the
policy response to the pandemic has been signiﬁcant,
increasing expecta1on of a
strong re-opening.

The rise in bond yields has
seen the US Treasury 10year yield move from

0.90% to 1.75%

In our opinion a move to

2.5% cannot be ruled out.

We believe it would probably take a move to posi1ve
real yields before investors
are tempted into reinves1ng in the medium
term.

We believe the UK stock
market remains one of the
cheapest value-led developed markets.
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The more domes1cally focused UK FTSE Small Cap
Index has reﬂected op1mism.

We believe UK equi1es remain under-owned by global
investors who feel that the
problems that have emerged
following the post-transi1on
UK-EU trade deal will con1nue to hold back the UK economy.

We believe inﬂa1on remains the main concern for
investors, as illustrated by
the contras1ng performances of the main US equity indices over the quarter.

8

turing purchasing managers indices (PMI) expanding signiﬁcantly. The services
PMI rose from 49.5 in February to 56.8 in March, while manufacturing improved
to 57.9 from 55.1 in February, sugges!ng that the economy has already started
prepara!ons for the scheduled re-opening during the second quarter. The more
domes!cally focused UK FTSE Small Cap Index has reﬂected this op!mism gaining 7.73% during the quarter.
FTSE Small Cap Index vs. FTSE All-Share index

However, we believe UK equi!es remain under-owned by global investors who
feel that the problems that have emerged following the post-transi!on UK-EU
trade deal will con!nue to hold back the UK economy in the medium term.
While we envisage that it is not within the interests of the EU to nego!ate a
services agreement that is favourable to the UK, the pessimism reﬂected in the
rela!ve prices of FTSE 100 equi!es maybe overdone in our opinion.
The crea!on of a Democrat majority in both the Senate and the House in February paved the way for the passing of the $1.9 trillion American Rescue Plan by
the Biden administra!on that has largely underpinned the performance of risk
assets during the quarter. Moreover, newly appointed Treasury Secretary Janet
Yellen’s announcement during her January 19 inaugura!on speech that it was
!me to “act big” on ﬁscal easing was referred to as her “Draghi moment” referring to Mario Draghi’s “whatever it takes” speech in July 2012. We believe inﬂa!on remains the main concern for investors, as illustrated by the contras!ng
performances of the main US equity indices over the quarter. The technology
heavy NASDAQ has led the market rally through popular growth sectors since
last year’s March lows but has struggled with a rota!on into value sectors. The
index is up 2.78% over the quarter compared to the S&P500, with a more balance list of cons!tuents, up 5.77%. To highlight the extent of the underlying
rota!on from growth into value we can show that the S&P500 Technology Sector has gained 3.59% over the quarter whereas the S&P500 Financials sector has
risen 16.93%. Moreover, the iconic Dow Jones Industrial Average of 30 stocks,
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many of which are tradi!onal cyclical stocks, has also had a good quarter up
7.76%. The Russell 2000 to some extent embodies the economic strength that is
being felt in the US, from a leading vaccina!on roll-out and the resultant shorter
reopening !meline. The index made up of more domes!cally-focused stocks,
was also stronger and ended the quarter up 12.44%.
The ﬁnal stages of the quarter saw President Biden unveil his $2.25 trillion infrastructure plan, increasing the anxiety amongst some investors that the size of
the ﬁscal spend across developed economies could lead to an above consensus
pick-up in inﬂa!on when combined with pent-up savings. It is likely that the
global economy will expand at a rate not seen since the 1980’s in 2021 and US
iv
inﬂa!on remains the biggest risk . Few assets beneﬁt from higher inﬂa!on, but
commodi!es usually do, and we believe commodi!es might oﬀer protec!on as
strengthening demand causes prices to rise. Over the course of the quarter the
Wisdom Tree Enhanced Commodi!es Exchange Traded Fund in sterling has
gained 5.36%. More speciﬁcally the energy sector has bounced back as global
growth is revised upward, with Brent Crude Oil up 21.90% over the quarter,
while industrial metals are likely beneﬁciaries of increased infrastructure spend.
Conversely, higher real yields have reduced the a%rac!veness of gold outside of
its safe haven status leaving the yellow metal down 10.04% year-to-date.
Finally, the deprecia!on of the US Dollar during 2020 created a favourable environment for emerging markets, however, the uneven roll-out of COVID-19 vaccines is causing divergent global growth prospects. These dispari!es have been
reﬂected in the performance of emerging market assets and have also provided
a short-term boost to the dollar, as shown by a gain of 3.69% in the Dollar Index
this quarter. Chinese equi!es have sold oﬀ over the second half of the quarter
due to monetary policy !ghtening concerns, leaving the Shenzen Stock Exchange Index down 0.90%, while the MSCI Emerging Market Index eked out a
gain of 1.95% over the course of the ﬁrst quarter.
Overall, it has been a poor quarter for bond markets and a posi!ve one for equity markets despite the obvious sector rota!on that has taken place. We believe
that both equi!es and bonds remain expensive on an historical basis, but that
as developed economies reopen the excess liquidity created by ﬁscal s!mulus
plans and above average savings rates will con!nue to support risk assets in the
medium term. Investors con!nue to look to alterna!ve investments to allow
them to run equity risk for longer in the absence of the historical comfort
oﬀered from holding bonds. In our opinion, the key to returns in 2021 may
hinge on the management of the back up in real yields and ﬁnding alterna!ves
to bond exposure.

i

The Russell 2000 to some
extent embodies the economic strength that is being
felt in the US, from a leading vaccina1on roll-out and
the resultant shorter reopening 1meline.

The uneven roll-out of
COVID-19 vaccines is causing divergent global growth
prospects.

In our opinion, the key to
returns in 2021 may hinge
on the management of the
back up in real yields and
ﬁnding alterna1ves to bond
exposure.

Societe Generale – Global Equity Market Arithme!c – April 1, 2021

ii

Absolute Strategy Research – ASR Mul!-Asset Strategy – Gilts’ Brexit Legacy - April 7, 2021

iii
iv

JP Morgan Asset Management – Monthly Market review – April 1, 2021

Absolute Strategy Research – ASR Investment Strategy Overview – March 23, 2021
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What is a CTA?
By Tim Sharp, Managing Director at Ho nger & Co. Limited

Managed futures traders are
more commonly known as
Commodity Trading Advisors, or

The informa on in this ar cle is published for educa onal purposes only and
does not cons tute, or form part of, an investment recommenda on. A
“Sophis cated Investor” is one who is suﬃciently knowledgeable to understand the risks associated with this type of investment. This ar cle is being
shown solely for your informa on and any ques ons that may arise should be
discussed with an independent ﬁnancial adviser who is qualiﬁed to advise on
investments of this nature.

CTA’s.

Managed futures traders are more commonly known as Commodity Trading
Advisors, or CTA’s, and they are systema!c managers who employ computerised
trading rules that have been back tested on historical data to manage assets. A
diversiﬁed managed futures account would tend to have exposure to a number
of diﬀerent markets and will have a stated trading programme that describes its
approach to strategy. They employ a range of strategies trading across commodi!es, currencies, equi!es and bonds that are characterised as trend following.

Trend followers do not try to
predict future price movements but systema1cally follow exis1ng price trends un1l
there is evidence of a trend
reversal.

Trend followers do not try to predict future price movements but systema!cally
follow exis!ng price trends un!l there is evidence of a trend reversal. Trading
decisions are usually based on fundamental analysis backed up by sen!ment,
market posi!oning and technical studies. CTA’s can take both long and short
posi!ons so that they can poten!ally proﬁt from declines in asset markets, although it may not always be successful, thereby genera!ng a diﬀerent return
proﬁle from tradi!onal long-only inves!ng. Managed futures will also allow investors to gain exposure to other asset classes not always easily accessible to
retail investors such as commodi!es which may have the eﬀect of reducing vola!lity and risk through diversiﬁca!on and liquidity when used in conjunc!on with
tradi!onal assets.
BarclayHedge CTA Index versus S&P 500 Index
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Since its incep1on in January
1980 the annualised return of
the BarclayHedge CTA Index
is 8.86% and over the period
it has shown a nega1ve correla1on to equi1es.
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Since its incep!on in January 1980 the annualised return of the BarclayHedge CTA
i
Index is 8.86% and over the period it has shown a nega!ve correla!on to equi!es
and only a 0.24 / 1.00 correla!on to US Government Bonds. Studies by Abbey
Capital (a ﬁrm specialising in CTA manager selec!on) show that the index has delivered posi!ve returns in both nega!ve and posi!ve years for the S&P500 Total
ii
Return Index . In fact, the index has been posi!ve in each of the major equity bull
and bear markets since 1987 sugges!ng that the performance of CTA’s is unconnected, or uncorrelated, to equi!es.
Historically, tradi!onal, long-only mul!-asset investment management tends to
analyse the macro-economic environment to build an investment picture, whereas trend following analyses price trends within ﬁnancial markets which we believe
works most eﬀec!vely when there are strong, sustainable trends, up or down,
rather than short term vola!lity. This fundamental diﬀerence in the basis for execu!ng a trading strategy is the reason behind the historically low long-term correla!on to tradi!onal assets.
The money ﬂowing into managed futures has grown from $10 billion in 1980 to
iii
over $340 billion by 2017 . The Commodi!es Futures and Trading Commission
(CFTC) and the Na!onal Futures Associa!on (NFA) are responsible for regula!ng
the managed futures industry ensuring credibility and trust for poten!al investors. The heavy regula!on of the industry has been another reason why investors
may have become associated with CTA’s over hedge funds. In the US, all CTA’s
have to register with the CFTC before they can oﬀer themselves to the public as
money managers as well as FBI background checks and independent audi!ng that
is reviewed by the NFA. Any investor looking at inves!ng in CTA’s is able to request disclosure documents that outline the trading strategy, performance data
and the annualised returns.
When evalua!ng CTA’s we would look beyond pure historical track record of returns to include the size and the length of drawdowns, as well as the period of
!me taken to recover. Clearly, the shorter the !me period for recovery from a
drawdown the be%er the performance proﬁle. A worst-case historical loss does
not mean that drawdowns will remain the same in the future, but it does provide
a framework for risk assessment based on past performance periods. As a general
rule, the CME Group reports that investors tend to have drawdowns represen!ng
no more than 50% of the CTA’s historical annualised returns with no more than
iv
10% drawdown in any given month .
This may indicate the level of risk taken to generate returns and we would look
for the greatest returns consistent with the lowest risk. This type of risk-adjusted
return calcula!on is actually used across all fund types both long-only and alterna!ves and is known as the Sharpe Ra!o. A Sharpe Ra!o of 1.0 implies that each
unit of risk taken by the fund achieved an equal amount of return, therefore, a
ra!o above 1.0 for any fund investment would be considered posi!ve.

The index has delivered posi1ve returns in both nega1ve
and posi1ve years for the
S&P500 Total Return Index.
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The fundamental diﬀerence
in the basis for execu1ng a
trading strategy is the reason behind the historically
low long-term correla1on
to tradi1onal assets.

When evalua1ng CTA’s we
would look beyond pure historical track record of returns to include the size and
the length of drawdowns, as
well as the period of 1me
taken to recover.

We would look for the
greatest returns consistent
with the lowest risk.
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We would class a managed
futures fund as an alterna1ve investment similar to a
daily liquid fund of hedge
fund strategies and would
expect investors to be comfortable with alterna1ve
strategies before considering inves1ng.

Managed futures oﬀer the
prospect of returns uncorrelated to equi1es and
bonds from a notably
diﬀerent return proﬁle.

We would class a managed futures fund as an alterna!ve investment similar to a
daily liquid fund of hedge fund strategies and would expect investors to be comfortable with alterna!ve strategies before considering inves!ng. Abbey Capital have
also studied the performance of CTA indices with that of mul!-strategy Hedge Fund
indices and the results suggest that managed futures oﬀer be%er diversiﬁca!on for
long-only investors par!cularly at !me of severe market stress, such as the Global
Financial Crisis (GFC). Furthermore, during periods of inﬂa!onary pressure inves!ng
in certain managed futures strategies could poten!ally provide a hedge to the
downward pressure exerted on bond markets and then equity markets under certain condi!ons.
Of course, there is no guarantee that CTA’s will be able to capitalise on future periods of market stress, and as with any investment in ﬁnancial instruments, investors
capital is at risk, and investors may not get back the original amount invested.
In summary, we are likely in an environment that could see the tradi!onal 60/40,
equity/bond por2olio increasingly under pressure not just because of equity
growth, but the inability of government bonds to hedge performance risk due to
their own expensive valua!ons. While government bonds may s!ll oﬀer an element
of diversiﬁca!on there is less protec!on available when equi!es are under pressure,
and they are vulnerable to a poten!al pickup in inﬂa!on risk. Managed futures oﬀer
the prospect of returns uncorrelated to equi!es and bonds from a notably diﬀerent
return proﬁle, with the poten!al to make gains in both equity bull and bear markets, even during periods of inﬂa!on, due to fundamentally diﬀerent drivers of investment returns. Alterna!ve investment strategies are aimed at “Sophis!cated
investors” and no reliance may be placed on the informa!on herein, and no responsibility or liability is accepted for any opinions contained in this ar!cle.

i

Returns calculated using Bloomberg Terminal

ii

Abbey Capital - Why Managed Futures – July 2018

iii
iv
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Important Informa!on
This document is a marke!ng communica!on and has been issued for the purposes of United Kingdom Regula!ons by Ho/nger & Co. Limited.
The informa!on contained in this document does not cons!tute a distribu!on; nor should it be, under any
circumstances, considered to be intended for, and should not be regarded as an oﬀer or a solicita!on to
buy, sell or subscribe to any par!cular security and/or fund referred to herein, or to conduct a regulated
investment ac!vity. This document does not in any way cons!tute investment advice.
Please note that capital is at risk with any investment. The poten al for proﬁt is accompanied by the possibility of loss. Investments do not guarantee a return, and the value and the income from them can fall
as well as rise, so that you may not realise the amount originally invested. Asset alloca on, diversiﬁca on
and rebalancing strategies do not insure gains nor guarantee against loss. The use of leverage, shor ng,
and deriva ve strategies may accelerate the velocity of the poten al losses. The use of currency strategies involves addi onal risks. Where an investment is denominated in a currency other than sterling,
changes in exchange rates between currencies may cause the value of investments to go up or down.
Past performances should not be seen as an indica on of future results. Tax treatment depends on the
individual circumstances of each client and may be subject to change in the future.
Ho/nger & Co. Limited is authorised and regulated by the Financial Conduct Authority (FCA), whose address is 12 Endeavour Square, London, E20 1JN. Ho/nger & Co. Limited’s FCA ﬁrm reference number is
208737. For further details on Ho/nger & Co. Limited’s regulatory status, please see the FCA’s FS Register
at www.fca.gov.uk. Ho/nger & Co. Limited is incorporated as a Private Limited Company in England and
Wales under the registra!on number 1573969 and has its registered oﬃce at 4 Carlton Gardens, London
SW1Y 5AA.
Ho/nger & Co. Limited is a member of the Financial Services Compensa!on Scheme (FSCS) established
under the Financial Services and Markets Act 2000. (FSMA) Further details of the FSCS are available on request. Should you wish to make a complaint, please contact the Compliance Oﬃcer at Ho/nger & Co. Limited in the ﬁrst instance but you may refer your complaint to the Financial Ombudsman Service (FOS). Further details of FOS are available on request.
All sources are Ho/nger & Co. Limited and based on informa!on publicly available unless otherwise stated.
The views expressed are as at the date of this document and are a general guide to the views of Ho/nger &
Co. Limited. Commentary is at a macro or strategy level and is not with reference to any speciﬁed ﬁnancial
instrument. Any market or investment views expressed are not intended to be investment research. This
document has not been prepared in line with the requirements of any jurisdic!on designed to promote the
independence of investment research and is not subject to any prohibi!on on dealing ahead of the dissemina!on of investment research.
Copying any part of this communica!on without the wri%en permission of Ho/nger & Co. Limited is prohibited. Care has been taken to ensure the accuracy of its content, but no responsibility is accepted for any
errors or omissions herein.
This document is for informa!on only and has been prepared for the sole use of the designated recipient. In
jurisdic!ons other than the United Kingdom, this document may be provided by an aﬃliate of Ho/nger &
Co. Limited. Use or distribu!on by any other person is prohibited. There may be laws and or regulatory
rules that apply to or restrict the transmission or distribu!on, directly or indirectly, of this document in other jurisdic!ons. Any person into whose possession this document falls should inform themselves about such
condi!ons and observe any such legal or rule applica!ons or restric!ons. Any failure to comply with such
legal or rule applica!ons or restric!ons may cons!tute a viola!on of the laws or rules of any such other
jurisdic!ons.
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It is your responsibility to seek advice on all applicable laws and regula!ons of your relevant jurisdic!on. No responsibility to any third party is accepted as this document has not been prepared and, is not intended, for any
other purpose.
The informa!on and opinions contained in this document have been compiled or arrived at based upon informa!on obtained from sources believed to be fair and reasonable, reliable and in good faith. All such informa!on
and opinions are subject to change without no!ce. No representa!on or warranty, expressed or implied, is made
to its accuracy or completeness and it should not be relied upon as such. Neither Ho/nger & Co. Limited nor its
Directors, oﬃcers, employees, advisors or any other persons can accept responsibility or liability for any loss
howsoever arising from any error, omission or inaccuracy in the material provided and from the use of this document or any of its contents or otherwise arising in connec!on therewith.
Any forecasts, opinions and or es!mates and expecta!ons contained herein or expressed in this document are
based on current forecasts, opinions and or es!mates and expecta!ons only, and are considered “forward looking statements”. Actual future results, however, may be diﬀerent from expecta!ons. The views, forecasts, opinions and or es!mates and expecta!ons expressed in this document are a reﬂec!on of Ho/nger & Co. Limited’s
best judgment at the !me this document is compiled. No responsibility or liability shall be accepted for amending, correc!ng, or upda!ng any informa!on or forecasts, opinions and or es!mates and expecta!ons contained
herein. Furthermore, these views are not intended to predict or guarantee the future performance of any individual security, asset class or investment strategy, markets generally, nor are they intended to predict the future
performance of any Ho/nger & Co. Limited account, por2olio or fund.
Some of the views and forecasts, opinions and or es!mates and expecta!ons expressed in this document may
not necessarily those of Ho/nger & Co. Limited and they cannot be held to represent Ho/nger & Co. Limited’s
forecasts, opinions and or es!mates and expecta!ons on the credit-worthiness or investment proﬁle of the securi!es, ﬁnancial instruments, companies, countries, industries, investment management companies and or fund
managers men!oned in this document.
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